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BATTLECARD
Pay Less. Store More.

The Virtual File Store ™ (VFS) service, a strategic part
of Iron Mountain’s Storage-as-a-Service portfolio, is
a first-of-its-kind, enterprise-class hosted storage
service designed to help organizations reduce costs
of archiving and managing static or inactive data.
VFS integrates easily into an organization’s existing
IT environment and allows the migration of inactive,
minimally used data to Iron Mountain’s maximally
secure data centers.
VFS Benefits at a Glance
• Lower TCO due to reduced expenses for technology, real estate,
staff and maintenance
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• A simple configuration storage system based on CIFS/NFS protocols
• On-demand end-user and application access to archived files
• Improved compliance with changing regulations on privacy and retention
• Reduced backup/recovery windows
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• Virtually unlimited storage capacity at a low-cost, pay-as-you-go plan

• LAN-speed migration of large data sets via the Data Shuttle service
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• The ability to focus on the most active data in use by your organization
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• Delivered by the trusted leader in information storage and protection
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Iron Mountain Virtual File Store Sales Field Guide.
This guide will introduce you to the growing need for cost-effective,
secure hosted storage and the customers you can serve with Iron
Mountain’s latest addition to its storage-as-a service product line,
the Virtual File Store (VFS).™ Once you’ve read this guide, you will
be able to easily identify your target customers and provide them
with a service that helps them reduce the growing cost of storage
infrastructure, remain compliant and ready for eDiscovery, and leaves
them better able to focus on their most critical data by first safely
and easily securing their inactive data.

Market Drivers
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Market Drivers

Digital information created,
captured and replicated
annually worldwide, in
exabytes: Projected
MARKET DRIVERS
60%: Data Growth Each Year

TeNFOld GrOWTh iN FiVe yeArS

As digital information continues to skyrocket, so too does the demand
for storage. IT managers and users hold onto all of their data “just in
case” to ensure their organizations are in compliance with increasing
1,800

regulations—clogging systems and slowing down operations, while
making it difficult to keep track of this information. Though these pains

1,600

are not entirely new, what is new is a service from Iron Mountain that
helps resolve these issues: the Virtual File Store™ (VFS), a secure, off-site

1,400

and on-demand cloud-based storage archive service.
1,200

60%: Data in Storage that is Inactive
1,000

Surveys have shown that 60 percent or more of data is considered inactive—data on terminated employees, past ownership, or other historical
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information that current employees rarely access, but that the organization cannot part with. IT managers buy more storage, servers and data

600

center space to accommodate this information, which means higher
infrastructure, power and cooling costs and heightened demands in
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managing them. Making room for inactive data leaves IT managers less
equipped to deal with their active information.
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50%: Potential Savings Using VFS

Digital Data

0
2006

Iron Mountain created VFS, a first-of-its-kind, enterprise-class hosted

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

storage service, to help organizations better manage the tremendous
growth of inactive data, reclaim their storage space and reduce growing storage infrastructure costs. With the VFS service, organizations no
longer need to struggle to keep pace with the information onslaught.

Digital information created, captured and replicated
worldwide in 2011 will be 10 times what it was in 2006.
8

2008 IDC report

Target Buyers
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Target Buyers

The greatest influencers within these segments
(and those who make the purchasing decisions)
are IT Storage Infrastructure Managers/Directors.

TARGET BUYERS
Understanding and knowing the pressures and demands
your customer is under and how Iron Mountain solutions
can help solve their biggest issues is critical to your
success. You will need to understand the organizational
landscape and the customer “persona” you will be
talking to in order to effectively sell VFS.

Characteristics of high-probability prospects in the enterprise market:
• Already outsource some aspect of their IT department
• Concerned with complying with regulations or audits
• Near the end of a leased equipment cycle

High probability prospects within the mid-cap market will have
these characteristics:

By Segment
VFS is uniquely suited to fill the organizational challenges within the midcap and enterprise segments. As illustrated below, the mid-cap market offers Iron Mountain a running start relative to the enterprise market, but the
opportunity for both segments should prove quite lucrative.

MID-CAP (and or Division of Enterprise)

• Have a backup window problem and are running out of space for
new data, are experiencing slow servers, and/or are having trouble
meeting the backup window
• Have at least one technically savvy person involved in the decisionmaking process
• Require details about the solution and understand how it will help
ease the burden of data management

Compelling sense of urgency, driven by few cost- effective solutions.
• Increased sense of urgency to lower costs combined with the
growing need for storage (economic downturn).

• Are interested in a cost-effective solution and are open to the
“as-a-service” concept

They have more experience with Iron Mountain.

• Have had difficulty meeting Recovery Point Objectives (RPOs) and
Recovery Time Objectives (RTOs) without incurring an expensive loss
in staff productivity

• Legacy systems are entrenched and formidable competitors;
harder to effect change.
Decision-making is departmentally-driven; complex and risk-averse.
• Larger budgets=more choices.

• Struggle to keep business continuity a high priority with limited
technical staff

• Decision-making is departmentally-driven; complex and risk-averse.

• Have pressing needs but limited options to protect data so that it
meets compliance regulations

• Larger budgets=more choices.

• Use LiveVault®, but have “hit the wall” of storage space or cost*

Relatively short sales cycle.
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• Have found that conventional storage systems/adding storage is
falling short

* The VFS service allows LiveVault customers to “roll off” their inactive data into
VFS, thus extending the LiveVault service.
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Meet Justin
IT Storage Infrastructure Manager

Addressing Justin’s Problems with the VFS Solution

(Alias titles: IT Operations, Storage Manager/Director)

My storage needs are growing faster than expected.
• With VFS, IT organizations can extend their storage environment without
additional CAPEX spending.
• By keeping inactive data files in VFS, IT can reclaim on-site storage capacity.

Buyer Persona
The buyer persona will help you better understand
the buyer’s needs and concerns in order to influence
others like him that the VFS service is the best storage
solution for them and their organizations.
• storage, monitors data growth and defines SLA for storage
Manages data
and performance.
•
Develops proposals
to expand storage infrastructure to support rapid
growth initiatives.
•
Ensures backups
are working properly and that backups and storage
environments are highly available and reliable.
•
Likes to get things
resolved and is driven by interruptions on a daily basis.
But does not want to be.
His phone is •always ringing. If something goes wrong in the middle of
dinner with his family, Justin knows he will have to address the issue.
What makes it easier is that he knows how to solve the problem.

My backup window is getting longer.
• VFS provides the means to reduce backup/restore windows.
• By migrating inactive data from the production environment into Iron
Mountain’s secure, hosted data centers, IT is able to focus on increasing
the performance of its active data environment.

Inactive data is clogging our systems and consuming most of our time
and resources.
• With VFS, Justin can reclaim resources, including time to focus on projects
that contribute to his organization’s bottom line.

I need to preserve all our electronic documents for eDiscovery.
• Customers can see exactly what they’ve stored on the VFS appliance,
and not waste time searching for data.
• Because Iron Mountain offers unparalleled security and protection,
customers can be sure all their data will be retrievable when they need it.

I can’t always do what should be done because of budget constraints.

• his life easier.
Wants to make

• A pay-as-you-go model allows organizations to securely lower their total

•
Buying Influence:
makes the strategic decision to initiate the purchasing
process and selects the short-list of vendors. Ultimately, either approves
the final purchase or makes the final recommendation to his supervisor.

cost of ownership through avoiding expensive systems purchases,
reducing backup infrastructure plus tape costs and lowering power and
cooling requirements.

Discovery
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Discovery

DISCOVERY
once you’ve identified your target, it is important to
lead the process by listening. During the discovery
phase, you’ll explore customer issues, problems and
concerns related to information storage, especially
long-term storage or archiving.

Leading Questions
Tell me about your environment:
How much data do you have? What percentage of it is inactive?
What’s the estimated annual storage growth? Size of the opportunity.
What kind of storage and operating systems, as well as file servers,
do you have in-house? Ultimately, this will dictate how the data will

Qualifying Questions
Will you allow information to leave your site?
If no, clarify the benefits of outsourcing inactive data storage
and management to Iron Mountain.
Do you have a consolidated storage environment?
If “no, I have many sites,” then ask, “could you move inactive data to a
central point?” If the answer is no, be aware that an appliance per site
in too distributed an environment does not make sense.

be ingested by Iron Mountain (manually or automatically).
Do you have storage tiering? (In this case, yes) One of the tiers can be
“send it to VFS”. This means the in-house EMC archiving solution can
create a path to automatically send “inactive” data older than “X” years
to the VFS appliance to be stored at IRM.
Do you have inactive databases? Any inactive database that can be
saved as a file can be sent to VFS to be stored at IRM.

Do you have the necessary bandwidth to dedicate to the VFS service?
If no, is the customer willing to consider an upgrade?
Have you recently upgraded your storage?

How do you do your backup? What products are you using? What is
the size of a full backup? What is the size of an incremental backup?
Common comment: “ It used to take me one day to do my backups,

Also be sensitive to a client indicating his/her organization has no budget—
an automatic disqualification, for the time being.

but lately, it is taking me 3 days. This leaves me at risk of exposed
data in the case of a disaster. “
What is your largest file?

Make the move from the
“discovery phase” to providing
a cost-effective service that
resolves their IT “pain.”

The broad application areas for the VFS service and specific use cases
will be outlined on page 17. Becoming familiar with these scenarios
will help you explore with your prospects how VFS might work in their
organizations, helping you move from the “discovery phase” to providing
a cost-effective service that resolves their IT “pain.”

17

Service Overview
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Service Overview

VFS 1.0 Features
Scalable capacity

focus
SERVICE OVERVIEW
The Virtual File Store™ service is the newest addition to the
Digital Archiving and Storage-as-a-Service portfolio.
With VFS, you can
• Securely reduce the cost of ownership of inactive data.

• Unlimited storage to meet changing archiving demands
• Automatic, flexible, policy-based data migration/optional retention policies
• Onsite cache
Security
• Highest security data centers
• Data secure while in-flight and at-rest
Data Protection
• Continuous data integrity health checks
Standards-based
• CIFS/NFS
• Low-risk deployment; simple configuration
Ability to move large amounts of data quickly via Data Shuttle
• Secure, LAN-speed migration of large data sets
• Data is shipped physically in both directions

• Focus on the organization’s most active data.
• Improve compliance with changing regulations.
• Rely on a company you can trust: data storage and protection since 1951.

Benefits
Lower Costs					

Elevator Pitch
Store More. Spend Less. With the Virtual File Store (VFS) service, you can
store more and spend less. VFS is the first enterprise-class, cloud-based

• No upfront investment
• Low cost to own – tiny footprint
• Scale without corresponding investment

storage archiving service designed to help you reduce the costs of storing

Lower Business Risk					

and managing static, inactive data files to a fraction of what you’re paying

• Shrink backup/restore windows

today. With VFS, you not only have the confidence that your data is safe and

• Meet Disaster Recovery / Business Continuity requirements

available to you whenever you need it; you also extend your onsite storage
capacity without additional CAPEX costs.

Lower Legal Risk					
• Meet the needs of compliance and regulations
• Prepare for eDiscovery

20
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HOW IT WORKS
The VFS service is designed for maximum flexibility.
It can be deployed as a stand-alone solution or can
be integrated with an organization’s existing file archiving and file virtualization technologies.
Files can be moved onto the VFS appliance either manually or with automation, with optional data retention policies applied to each “share”
on appliance. The VFS service provides transparent file access to end users and applications, and can integrate with Windows Active Directory.

Data Capture Methods (from in-house storage to VFS appliance)

VirTuAl File STOre SySTem ArChiTeCTure

• Manually: Drag and drop or cut and paste files.
• Point applications (ex. a back-up program) at the VFS appliance.
• Use VFS with a partner’s product (ex. F5’s file virtualization product).
From the VFS appliance, files are sent over a secure VPN network to Iron Mountain’s
data center—one of the most secure commercially available data centers in the
world. Because data is continuously replicated to a secondary center, organizations
get fast, uninterrupted access in the case of a disaster. Whenever files are needed,
they are retrievable via on-demand online access. Large amounts of data can be
shipped physically through the Data Shuttle service.

Manual Access
Direct File Share
Access
Users Manually Move Files
Internet
VPN

Automatic Access

The VFS service supports all modalities and is client O/S independent. It supports
all types of inactive data that can be stored on a CIFS/NFS file server, including
email, databases, Microsoft® Office files, PDF, logs and multimedia in industry-standard file format.

iron mountain
environment

Customer environment

Primary
Data Center

Tier 1
CIFS/
NFS
Archiving Tiered StorageŁ
Solution

Tier 2

Virtual File Store
Appliance

The Pay-As-You-Go Model
Unlike other services that require a large upfront payment for more storage than
might be used, the VFS service runs on a pay-as-you-go model, meaning the more
information that’s stored, the more an organization pays. VFS allows organizations
to scale without buying additional hardware. When files are removed from VFS
storage, the customer pays less. This straightforward method offers a huge advantage for companies that can’t afford to make a large initial investment or worry
about added costs in the future.

22

Secondary
Data Center
Backup
File Server with
Backup Agent

BackupŁ
Solution
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APPLICATION USE
Twenty-five unique ways and reasons to use the
VFS service.

Application Integration
Many applications create or manage information for which the destination
can be changed. This can be advantageous in organizations that are overwhelmed by data generated by in-house applications. The prospect would
need to be sure the information created is not random access (e.g., PST, SQL)

Archiving
Inactive Data Archiving
When looking to use storage space more efficiently, the first factor IT should
consider is inactive data, which is often 60–80 percent of an organization’s
data. Offloading inactive data onto VFS allows IT departments to save money
and to focus on the organization’s most active data. In determining whether
data is inactive, market practice is to check the date on which a file was last
modified; if the file has not been modified in a long time, chances are it’s
inactive. (Last-accessed time is not always reliable because of crawlers or antivirus or backup software activity.)

and that the application can handle latency delay when retrieving inactive
information (i.e., Internet latency).
Database Archiving
Databases are another place to find accumulated inactive information, which
can lower performance while increasing the backup window and restore
times. Organizations can store inactive database files on VFS. Otherwise, IT
could export data into a flat file and then store it on VFS. (The data can then
be copied and imported back into a database if needed.) * This could be a joint
LiveVault opportunity, in which LiveVault is used to store active server data,
while VFS stores inactive data.

ILM Tiered Storage
If prospects have deployed a tiered storage environment and say they are still
running out of space, archiving inactive data with VFS (i.e., creating a third tier
storage) can be a natural solution.
Research Data
Financial Services and Bio-tech/Pharma companies that collect and/or generate large amounts of research data are prime candidates for the VFS service.
Financial Services companies might have large volumes of Bloomberg data
stored on file servers, while bio-tech companies are often subject to regulations that require them to keep research data for up to 21 years.
You might hear prospects in these industries say their file servers are clogged
with subscription research information or that their server infrastructure is
overrun with research information they need to keep.

24

data
Store more.
Spend less.
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Archive Desktop Images for Terminated Employees
When an employee leaves an organization, regardless of reason, the organiLog Files

zation generally must keep a copy of the employee’s desktop. This desktop

Companies generate log files for many reasons, though these files are rarely ac-

information can be placed into VFS.

cessed later. Energy companies, for example, keep log files from running equipment, while anyone with an e-commerce web site keeps log files for compliance
reasons. Because these log files often just accumulate—but must be saved just
in case they ever need to be referred to—they can be archived onto VFS.

Archive Information Consolidation
Organizations might have inactive data scattered over multiple file servers
and/or sites and that can be consolidated using the VFS service. However, if
an organization has many sites, this could present a problem to the sale in

Archiving without an On-Site Appliance

that there is a rental charge for each appliance. For each customer, there can

If a customer chooses to not or cannot keep the VFS appliance onsite, it can be

be one read/write appliance and many read appliances; the customer would

hosted at Iron Mountain. In this case, the customer will still pay the appliance

need to have all servers and sites send data to the single read/write appliance,

rental fee, as well as Professional Service charges for sending and retrieving

and could have read access to all the data via any appliance.

data from VFS.

Call Center Recording Archiving

Video Surveillance

Many organizations record the conversations that take place in their call

Organizations that use video surveillance might be required to keep the

centers. If the call volume is high, the recordings could clog the organization’s

recordings for a certain amount of time. In these cases, the recordings can be

servers without ever being accessed. The application that is archiving the

stored with VFS.

calls can place the output files onto the VFS appliance. The recordings can be
quickly retrieved if they are needed.

CAD Files
A number of industries, including electronic design, manufacturing, architec-

Application Retirement

ture and civil engineering, use CAD on a project basis and need to archive the

When an application is no longer needed, organizations must archive the

projects once they are finished. These projects can easily be archived with VFS.

source code, executable and data associated with it. These applications are
prime candidates for VFS archiving.

Security Systems Logging
Security systems create and save videos and logs of all activity, such as badge en-

Final Snapshot for Shutdown or Change of Ownership

try, which are rarely accessed later on. These are candidates for archiving with VFS.

When a company is shut down or there is a change of ownership, organizations typically need to do a last backup and keep it for a certain number of
years. This backup, too, is a prime candidate for VFS archiving.
Data Restoration Archiving
When Iron Mountain does a data restoration project for a VFS customer, data
can be put onto the VFS appliance rather than be sent back. This can be advantageous for organizations that have terabytes and petabytes on tape waiting
to be restored. Always check to see if organizations already have VFS when
doing a data restoration project.
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Back-Up
Truckless Tape

Secure,
reliable
protection.

In some cases, prospects might be ready to adopt backup to a disk. Or, they
might already have a third party backup application, and may not be interested
in LiveVault. These prospects might use their backup application to write to VFS
instead of tape or local storage, gaining a secure, offsite destination. These prospects could save monthly full backups to VFS, thereby facilitating compliance.

Infrastructure

In these cases, be sure to ask:

Abandoned/Orphaned Servers

• How important is RPT/RTO?

IT organizations that have been around for a long time tend to collect servers,

• Size of full and incremental?

whether from disbanded projects or groups or from building consolidation.

• Rotation schedule (ex.: full on Sunday, and rest of week is incremental)?

The information on these servers can be archived with VFS, so long as the ac-

• Tape rotation, or how long do they keep a backup?

cess patterns are mostly idle.

• We have currently tested files up to 60GB; 200 million files; 6 PB of archive.

Hardware Going Out of Service
Older hardware that is scheduled to go out of service can be both a source of

Disaster Recovery
Disaster Recovery Copy
For organizations wanting some degree of disaster protection, the VFS service can
be a cost-effective alternative to a full DR solution. A prospect might be protecting information locally, perhaps even with two nearby sites in the same disaster

information that is no longer active and the basis for prospects to consider
deploying a tiered storage environment. Prospects who are ready to replace
their old systems and are considering a cost-effective alternative to buying
new ones might redeploy their older hardware as a second tier and use VFS as
a third tier (for inactive data).

zone. In the case of natural disasters, these organizations may want to keep a

File Server Consolidation

copy of their data elsewhere. VFS provides a remote location at which organiza-

As the number of file servers in an organization grows, IT often looks to con-

tions can store data in case of a disaster; however, prospects must understand

solidate, either through buying larger file servers and combining a number of

Iron Mountain is not a disaster recovery site. It does not accept synchronous data

smaller ones onto the larger, or by using virtual machines with lots of servers.

feeds and is not a location for failover; it simply enables continuity of business.

To make such a project more cost-effective, IT should first look for inactive

Disaster Recovery Cost Reduction
When creating a DR solution, the first step is to identify the information they
wish to protect. By first archiving inactive information with VFS, organizations

data. By archiving this data with VFS, organizations have less active information to consolidate.

lower the cost of the complete DR infrastructure. You might hear prospects say

Compliance

they have been studying a DR solution, but find it to be too expensive; in these

While the VFS service cannot guarantee compliance, it includes a number

cases, VFS might be a good suggestion.

of features that make it easier for organizations to stay in compliance with

Medical Imaging Archiving/DR without PACS

changing regulations. Each share export from the VFS appliance can have a

DRC-MI customers can extend that service’s capacity using VFS. While DRC-MI

different retention schedule; once a retention schedule is set, the files cannot

supports medical images and requires PACS software, VFS can store and provide

be deleted. Each file has a digital signature associated with it that can be used

disaster recovery for medical images without PACS, while supporting all other

to prove it has not been modified. Additionally, a log is kept of operations.

data sources.
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VFS + DRC-MI
DRC-MI offers on-demand disaster recovery & long-term archiving of

Complementing LiveVault and DRC-MI

medical images with PACS, while VFS can provide an on-demand archive
of inactive medical images without PACS.

The VFS service can help you with LiveVault and Digital
Records Center for Medical Images (DRC-MI) sales deals:

pACS

oN

VFS + LiveVault
VFS provides the means for customers to store inactive data at a
much lower cost, while backing up recent/active data with LiveVault:
One vendor for backup and archive.

SepArATe “reCeNT” FrOm “iNACTiVe/ArChiVe” dATA

drC-mi

Medical Images
with PACS
On-demand dr & long-Term
Archiving of medical images

liVeVAulT

VFS

Medical Images
without PACS
On-demand Archive
of inactive data Files

VFS
Recent Data

Inactive Data
remote Server Backup of
Critical, recent data

Inactive Data

Win situation for the customer.

On-demand Archive
of inactive data Files

VFS provides the means for customers to store inactive data at a
much lower cost, while backing up critical, recent data with LiveVault.
One vendor for backup & archive.
Note: May require Professional Services to migrate data.

30
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Competitive Landscape
Since VFS is a first-of-its-kind, enterprise-class
hosted storage service, the competitive landscape
is quite small – just a handful of cloud-based storage vendors. The biggest “competition” lies within
the organizations themselves that feel they need to
keep everything in-house. For them, Iron Mountain
Digital provides focused outsourced expertise and
scalability, broad capabilities for risk mitigation, and
a low-cost, pay-as-you-go model.

Cloud Storage Competitive Landscape
Iron Mountain Digital boasts the necessary experience, expertise
and focus in outsourced, offsite Storage-as-a-Service to deliver
comprehensive and complementary services at critical stages of
the information lifecycle (e.g. data protection, recovery, destruction,
long-term data preservation) to help customers minimize the costs,
risks and complexity of storage management—unlike the cloud
storage vendors who are new to providing services (i.e., Amazon S3,
Nirvanix, Google).

32

Approach

         Examples

                   CHALLENGES

Buy more NAS

“Do Nothing”

•

Onsite File
Archiving & ILM

•

Web Service API

•

Amazon S3

Requires development and
ongoing support

Enterprise Offsite
Archiving

•

Virtual File Store (VFS)

High demand for service

Hitachi Content Archive
• EMC Centera
• HP IAP
• Outsource: EDS, IBM
• Tape
• MAID

Growing cost & complexity

Additional costs, maintenance and training
Outsource: Same problem, differnt owner

quality/reliability
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Tips & Techiniques
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Tips &Techiniques

TIPS AND TECHINIQUES
Handling Objections

No matter how perfect the solution may be, or how well
you’ve applied your VFS strategies, customers will have
fears that need to be addressed before signing a contract.
These fears will manifest themselves as objections to the
services and solutions. The following table shows you
how to handle the most common objections in ways that
will put to rest your customers’ concerns.

Why should I consider an outsourced service rather
than an in-house solution for archiving data?
What the Objection Really Means
Some companies might bristle at the idea that an outside organization
could handle their data better than they could. Though these companies
often are willing to consider an “as-a-service” solution, they need to be
convinced that the proposed service is worth it.
Ways to Overcome the Objection
Remind your prospect that if their resources are already stretched thin
and their systems are running slowly, keeping data in-house will not
solve the problem. The VFS service allows companies to offload their inactive data offsite and to avoid costly systems purchases. They improve
the performance of their existing systems and can focus on the information most critical to the company.

36

The idea of keeping the sole copy of my data offsite
makes me nervous.
What the Objection Really Means
How can your contact be sure his/her organization’s information is safe
and accessible? For some, archiving data offsite can feel like sending it
into a void.
Ways to Overcome the Objection
Remind the prospect of Iron Mountain’s track record: 93 percent of the
Fortune 1000 companies entrust their data to Iron Mountain. With the
VFS service, data is stored in one of the most secure commercially
available data centers, and replicated to a second, remote site. Mention
the SLA to the prospect. *If the prospect is an Iron Mountain paper or tape
customer, remind him/her that the information is already leaving the site,
and Iron Mountain offers the same security for digital information.

37

How do I know my data is secure during transmission
and storage?
What the Objection Really Means
In trying to decide whether they should trust an outside provider to
manage their data, some organizations might question its security inflight and during storage.
Ways to Overcome the Objection
Iron Mountain maintains advanced data security measures including
Firewall Best Practices, Intrusion Prevention and Data Validation. Information is transferred from the VFS appliance via a secure VPN network
to Iron Mountain’s underground facilities, which are among the most
secure commercially available data centers in the world. Information is
encrypted both in-flight and at-rest.

VFS/Iron Mountain seems expensive compared with
other offsite/cloud storage services.
What the Objection Really Means
Some contacts may try to negotiate a better deal by talking about a
competitor such as Nirvanix or Amazon S3.
Ways to Overcome the Objection
Remind your contact that cloud storage providers such as Amazon S3
and Nirvanix have emerged in the past few years and are largely untested. Point out that some cloud-based services might come with additional, hidden costs: Amazon S3, for example, requires code to be developed
for it to be used.

VFS sounds great, but we would rather not disrupt
our operations and learn a new process.
What the Objection Really Means
IT managers that already feel stretched thin in terms of time and resources might be wary of implementing new storage systems/methods
that appear simple, but end up requiring a large time investment.
Ways to Overcome the Objection
Present the ways in which the VFS service can fit seamlessly into the
organization’s existing infrastructure. It can be automated with existing applications (with optional data retention policies applied to each
“share” on appliance) or, if the prospect prefers, files can be moved
manually from in-house systems to the VFS appliance.
VFS can integrate into Windows Active Directory and is based on standard CIFS/NFS protocols.

12
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The repeatable sales process

Once you are comfortable with the material in this
field guide, you should be quite successful in selling
the VFS service. From understanding the issues that
Justin has to deal with on a daily basis to being able
to articulate the unique features and application use
that Iron Mountain’s VFS service provides, you can effectively sell this solution to your prospect as a more
cost-effective way to manage data and reclaim storage infrastructure, and enable them to focus on the
active data that matters most. Remember to lead by
listening so you can best resolve their pain!

Service Overview

Service Positioning

Explore customer
issues, problems
and concerns

Overview VFS service
as a solution to multiple problems

Discuss VFS as the
solution to their
specific problems

IDENTITY

• Datasheet
• Animated Demo
• FAQ’s

QUALIFY
• Tropical White Paper
• Sales Presentation
• Technical White Paper
• Case Studies
• Competitive Analysis

PROPOSE
• Contract
• Price List
• Proposal Wizard

NEGOTIATE

CUSTOMER

EXTERNAL

40

Discovery

• Training
• Ideal Custom Profile
• Sales Guide
• Sales Card

INTERNAL

SECRETS TO SUCCESS
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Store more.
Spend less.

Sample Prospecting Email
Subject: Get More Storage, Save More Money.
Reduce your escalating storage costs and get more storage space today
with Iron Mountain’s Virtual File Store (VFS), the first enterprise-class
managed and hosted storage service for inactive data.
More than 60% of an organization’s data is considered inactive, which
means you are likely allocating critical storage space for data that is no
longer in use. Likewise, the practice of saving everything “just in case”
means that this data is clogging your infrastructure, resulting in higher
operating and capital costs.

SAleS TOOlS
iron Mountain Digital’s VFS service marketing group
has an abundance of sales tools to help at various
points in the selling process.

• Get unlimited storage capacity with a low-cost, pay-as-you-go model
• Significantly reduce your backup/recovery windows
• Gain on-demand access to your data, 24/7

Elevator Pitch

Get more storage and save more money with Iron Mountain’s Virtual
File Store. If you are interested in learning more about how we can help,
please email me or call me directly, XXX-XXX-XXXX, to set up a time to
discuss your growing storage requirements.

Store More. Spend Less.
With the Virtual File Store (VFS) service, you can store more and spend less.
VFS is the first enterprise-class, cloud-based storage archiving service designed to help you reduce the costs of storing and managing static, inactive
data files to a fraction of what you’re paying today. With VFS, you not only
have the confidence that your data is safe and available to you whenever
you need it; you also extend your onsite storage capacity without additional
CaPeX costs.
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Iron Mountain has a simple solution that will provide you with our
secure, offsite data centers to store that inactive data for a fraction of
what you are paying today. By integrating the VFS service within your
existing infrastructure, you will:

Regards, <Sales Rep’s Name>
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Talk Track for Introducing Service Overview

Organizations everywhere, in every market, are struggling to keep pace with soaring information growth.
Hearing that storage needs are escalating by 50 percent a year is not uncommon—even as IT budgets
are shrinking. The reason for the growth is that organizations save everything—each record, report and
email—“just in case” it’s someday needed. Older data
accumulates.
VFS is targeted at just that: the information a company must keep, but
that is not being used day-to-day.

For organization’s looking to store
more and pay less, the Virtual File
Store is the perfect solution for them.

VFS creates a virtual funnel at a customer site where inactive information can be deposited. From there, it is safely stored at Iron Mountain.
The data is always secure and accessible any time that it’s needed.
The net effect is that the information footprint at the company site
shrinks—in some cases dramatically. Backup and restore windows are
shorter, and the cost of running the data center goes down. Employees
do not lose their inactive information or the ability to access it and IT is
better able to focus on the organization’s active data.
For organization’s looking to store more and pay less, the Virtual File
Store is the perfect solution for them.
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